St. John of the Ladder
At the APOSTICHA

Note: At the Aposticha we sing the stichera of the Resurrection in the tone of the week, and then the following sticheron.

After “Glory . . .”: Tone 2

LET US HON - OR JOHN! HE IS AN EARTHLY ANGEL AND A HEAV -


VIR - TU - OUS; THE GLORY OF ASCETICS. HE WAS PLANTED IN THE

HOUSE OF GOD, AND BLOS - SOMED WITH THE FLOWER OF SANC - TI - TY.
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HE FLOURISHED IN THE DESERT LIKE A CEDAR OF LEB - A - NON. THROUGH

HIM THE SHEEP OF CHRIST'S FLOCK GROW IN HOLINESS AND RIGHT - EOUS - NESS.

After "Now and ever..." the Theotokion of Saturday evening in Tone 2 is sung.